Electrocatalytic denitrification is a promising technology for the removal of NO x species in groundwater.
Introduction
Nitrogen can be transformed through both biological and physical processes within the nitrogen cycle to form a broad spectrum of inorganic compounds, including ammonium (NH 4 + ), hydrazine (N 2 H 4 ), hydroxylamine (NH 3 OH + ), nitrite (NO 2 -), nitrate (NO 3 -), nitric oxide (NO), and nitrous oxide (N 2 O). 1-2 While many of these processes are essential to life, large-scale commercial food production has led to overfertilization and consequent accumulation of nitrate and nitrite ions groundwater and in agricultural runoff streams. [2] [3] [4] Both nitrate and nitrite ions are a source of pollution in groundwater, lakes, and coastal water, and they can cause serious health problems, such as methemoglobinemia and cancer, when ingested in high concentrations. As a result, groundwater treatments to reduce the concentration of these ions have been developed and have become an important environmental consideration. [3] [4] Electrochemical denitrification is a promising technology for the removal of NO x species from groundwater and constitutes a plausible alternative to traditional denitrification methods, such as biological and physical separations processes, due to its environmental compatibility, energy efficiency, safety, product selectivity, and potential for use in smaller scale devices. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Nitrate and nitrite electroreduction can produce a variety of products, such as NO, N 2 O, N 2 , NH 3 OH + and NH 4 + . [15] [16] [17] However, NO is proposed to be a key intermediate species that
determines product selectivity and influences the overall rate of reaction. [3] [4] Hence, studying low temperature electrocatalytic NO reduction is a first step towards understanding the fundamentals of NO 2 -/NO 3 -electrochemistry and developing improved electrochemical denitrification technologies, and fundamental insights into the reaction chemistry are needed to accelerate these technological developments. In addition, the study of NO electrochemistry is of fundamental scientific interest because observations and developed methods can be straightforwardly applied to other environmentally friendly electrocatalytic reduction 3 chemistries. Indeed, as we will show, the electrochemistry of NO has numerous analogies to CO 2 electroreduction, which is currently being studied by many research groups. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] NO electroreduction has been studied under a variety of electrochemical reaction conditions, including reactions on different metal electrodes, 7, 12, [23] [24] [25] [26] varying NO concentrations, 11, 27 and different liquid phase electrolytes. 23 This surface reaction has a rich chemistry and contains numerous reaction steps and intermediates. Thermodynamically, the most favorable product is N 2 ; in electrochemical experiments, however, other products, such as NH 4 OH + , NH 4 + , and N 2 O, 7, [9] [10] [11] 28 are generally observed. On platinum, in particular, reductive NO stripping and NO continuous reaction have been performed on both poly 7, 10-11, 13, 28-29 and single crystalline Pt electrodes 3, 9, 14, [23] [24] 27 using cyclic voltammetry (CV).
Generally, these CV experiments demonstrated an onset potential of ca. 0.4 V SHE , with exclusively NH 4 + production from NO stripping using single crystalline Pt, and NH 4 + and N 2 O from continuous reduction of NO using polycrystalline Pt. It has also been observed that the Pt(111) surface, which has been analyzed by both experiments and theory, 9, 23, 27, 30 shows high activity for the conversion of NO to ammonia in acid electrolytes. Recently, our group has studied the NO reduction mechanism in acid electrolyte on the single crystal Pt(111) surface using periodic, self-consistent density functional theory calculations (DFT), 30 wherein we illustrated that both NH 4 + and N 2 O could be produced on Pt(111) through a series of water-assisted protonation steps at different potentials.
In addition to the (111) orientation, Pt(100) has attracted attention for NO electroreduction studies. 3-4, 17, 24, 31-32 Rosca et. al. studied NO stripping on the Pt(100) electrode in acid electrolyte and showed that NH 4 + was the only observed product. 24 Based on a combination of the Tafel slope analysis and the fact that HNO is more energetically stable than NOH in the gas phase, the authors proposed that the reactions occurred via an adsorbed 
Interestingly, their results also suggested that reduction on Pt(100) might involve a different reaction mechanism compared to Pt(111) and could yield different products 24 ;
indeed, on Pt(111), the electroreduction of NO forms NH 4 + and N 2 O as products in acidic media. 9, 30 This result is intriguing for two reasons. First, it is often the case that bond formation, in this case N-N bonds, can occur with lower overbarriers on the square lattice of the (100) surface as compared to the hexagonal (111) surface. [33] [34] [35] Second, Duca and coworkers showed that N 2 is a product of nitrate reduction through the NO* intermediate on the Pt(100) surface in alkaline media. 36 Those authors also proposed that the structure sensitivity is critical for the formation of N 2 via reaction of NO*+NH 2 *.
The experimental observations for NO electroreduction, described above, suggest that this reaction is highly structure sensitive and that important differences in elementary reaction mechanisms exist on Pt(111) and Pt(100). Further, the mechanistic understanding on the 5 Pt(100) surface, in particular, is far from complete. A detailed atomistic investigation using density functional theory (DFT), in turn, can not only provide insight into the precise thermochemical details of the mechanism, but can also shed light on key potential-dependent protonation steps and intermediates along the NO electroreduction pathway. In our previous study on the Pt(111) surface, we illustrated how both the thermodynamics and potentialdependent protonation, through a series of water-assisted hydrogen shuttling steps, play a key role in NO electroreduction. 30 These effects are also expected to play an important role on Pt(100), but in addition, coverage-dependent interactions could have a substantial impact on the (100) results, given the strong binding of NO to this surface. To describe all of these interlocking effects, a simulation that takes into account coverage-dependent interactions, activation barriers, and potential-dependent energetics in real time would be highly desirable.
To treat the phenomena described above with as much accuracy as possible, we have implemented a first principles-based kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) approach. kMC can simulate (electro)chemical processes in real time, taking into account rare reaction events, and the method may be parametrized by data, including adsorption energies and kinetic barriers, obtained from DFT calculations. Further, adsorbate-adsorbate interactions can be explicitly included in Monte Carlo simulations and provide a detailed and nuanced view of a reaction mechanism. The use of combined DFT and equilibrium Monte Carlo simulations has provided insight into various reaction processes, including carbon monoxide 37 and water 38 electrooxidation, reduction of surface oxide, 39 and ammonia synthesis in heterogeneous catalytic reactions. 40 Limited studies have also demonstrated the power of DFT-kMC when applied to catalysis at gas-solid interfaces 41 and have shown promise for combining DFT and microkinetic methods in selected electrocatalytic applications. [42] [43] [44] However, there have not, to our knowledge, been any studies that merge DFT and kMC to probe electrocatalytic 6 processes.
The combined DFT and kMC approach provides an unprecedentedly detailed picture of the interplay between thermodynamics and kinetics, as well as precise predictions of the current and voltages for NO electroreduction as a function of the applied electrochemical potential. The method thus provides new mechanistic insights into this environmentallycritical chemistry and also permits a direct one-on-one comparison to existing experimental results. Below, we begin by presenting free energies and kinetic barriers from DFT calculations for all relevant elementary reaction steps on Pt(100). Next, we use the potential-dependent kMC method to produce rigorous kinetic simulations of the reaction current distributions. We compare our results to experiments, and close by highlighting the unique insights to emerge from the synergistic relationship between the DFT and kMC analyses.
Computational methods

Electronic structure calculations
The calculations are performed within the framework of periodic Density Functional
Theory with the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP). [45] [46] [47] [48] The energies and geometries of the most stable configurations on the Pt surfaces are obtained through minimization of the total energy with respect to the geometry by the spin polarized generalized gradient approximation (GGA-PBE). 49 The projected augmented wave (PAW) method is used to account for the effect of core electrons on the valence electron density.
50
The PBE-calculated lattice constant of 3.982 Å for Pt is employed. The Pt(100) surface is represented by a 3 × 3 unit cell with five Pt layers (total of 45 atoms per unit cell). 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   7 Furthermore, a vacuum equivalent to seven Pt layers separates any two successive slabs of Pt atoms. Surface relaxation is allowed in the top three layers of the (100) Adsorption and reaction free energies are calculated by correcting the DFT energies for zero-point energies and entropies via
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where ∆E is the DFT energy and ∆ZPE is the change in zero-point energy of the adsorbates. ∆S of NO adsorption is approximated from the loss of total entropy of the gas phase NO molecules upon binding to the surface. For (H + + e -), the chemical potential at pH=0 is related to the chemical potential of 1 bar of H 2 in the gas phase at 298 K using the standard hydrogen electrode concept 51 ; when proton/electron pairs are consumed in elementary reactions, it is assumed that their entire entropy is lost. Entropy of NO(g) and H 2 (g) are, in turn, taken from thermodynamic tables at 298 K (0.65 eV for NO(g), 0.40 eV for H 2 (g)). 52 Corrections to surface adsorbate energies from hydrogen bonding effects are applied, as discussed in a previous study. 30 Reaction barriers for N-O bond dissociation and protonation of intermediates are modeled within a 3 × 3 unit cell and determined using the climbing image nudged elastic band method (CI-NEB) implemented by Henkelman and co- workers. 53 A hydrogen shuttling model is employed for protonation barrier calculations. 18, 30 This approach assumes a symmetry factor of ½, implying that transition states possess both initial and final state character. Additional details of the protonation barrier calculations are provided in the Supporting Information.
Kinetic Monte Carlo
Kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) is an event-based simulation method, where events (surface reactions) occur at prescribed times and trigger follow-up events. The underlying molecular dynamics has inherently atomic time scales of less than a picosecond, while in a simulation we seek to reach timescales of seconds. The purpose of kMC is to overcome these disparate time scales by ignoring the fine details of the molecular dynamics and assuming that reactants have essentially forgotten their past at the time they react.
At the atomic time scale, reactions, which are of primary interest, can be quite rare events, and kMC moves from reaction to reaction without following every molecular vibration. kMC also uses a discretized model of the surface, where molecules are located on labelled sites rather than in continuous spatial locations. This reduces the phase space considerably and speeds up the simulation. kMC solves stochastically the master equation
which describes how P(S), the probability of a surface state S, depends on time, given that the probability that the surface is in state S' is P(S'), and the rate constant of the reaction that changes the surface from state S to S' is ܹ(ܵ → ܵ ᇱ ). In words, equation 7 states that P(S) is increased by probability flow to the state S from any other state S ' (the first term in the sum) 54 One lists all reactions that are possible at a given moment and samples the time a certain reaction will occur from the probability distribution of the reaction times. This probability distribution, in turn, depends on the reaction rate constants. One then picks from the list the reaction that would occur first and allows it to happen. Time is advanced to the time of that reaction, and all new reactions that have now become possible are added to the list of pending reactions.
The process is repeated to achieve the desired total simulation time.
Clearly, the correctness of kMC simulation results relies on the correctness of the reaction rate constants (in our case, these are determined by transition state theory and DFT calculations), on the prefactors of the reaction probabilities, and on the assumption that all relevant reaction paths are taken into account. The prefactors are challenging to determine accurately from first principles, because they involve calculation of the entropy in molecular vibrations and in site-specific properties, as discussed thoroughly in references [55] [56] In this work, we adopt straightforward approximations for these quantities. For surface reactions, the prefactor is taken as k B T/h, which at 300 K amounts to 6. on a 9 × 9 surface site cell. For fast reactions, the local coverage has no time to vary between the time the reaction becomes possible and the time it occurs. In our calculations, NO* protonation and the reverse deprotonation are both fast, and we have included a dependence on NO* coverage to the reaction rates. This is accomplished by introducing multiple versions of the same reaction, each with a different reaction rate constant valid for a certain local NO* coverage. Which one of the reactions is actually occurring is decided upon comparing the true local NO* coverage at that time and the coverage the particular reaction assumed. For fast reactions this is quite accurate, and gives enough resolution to the coverage dependence of NO* protonation and deprotonation. Treatment of adsorbate-adsorbate interactions for slow reactions, such as NH 2 * protonation, is more challenging. Since we find that this reaction is, indeed, kinetically significant, we have included the NH 2 * protonation coverage dependence in an approximate manner by using multiple reactions, one for each local NO* and NH 2 * coverage and the corresponding (constant) reaction rate. This approach is further discussed in the Supporting Information.
We note that, in kMC simulations, very fast reactions (with low barriers) are impractical to follow. In our case, the protonation and deprotonation of NO, which occur even at relatively high voltages, are indeed fast, and they cannot be rigorously simulated considering that, for a sweep rate of 5 mV/s, the sweep requires 100 s, and an enormous number of these fast reactions would have occurred within this time period. This problem can be overcome, as described by Jansen, 54 because the protonation and deprotonation of NO serve to maintain equilibrium on the surface. The principle is to slow down the equilibrium-maintaining fast reaction, making sure it is still fast enough to keep the same coverages of NO*, NOH*, and the competing intermediate, HNO*. In our simulations we increased the transition state energy to 0.10 eV above the DFT value, which was found to sufficiently speed up the kMC simulation while having converged coverages with respect to even larger increases in the transition state energy (see the Supporting Information for more details).
Results
We begin by presenting periodic DFT results for the elementary reaction thermodynamics and kinetics of NO electroreduction on Pt(100). We then report predicted currents and polarization curves, as determined by kMC. Finally, we discuss kinetically relevant pathways determined by the two methods.
Results from DFT calculations
Below, we first present the configurations of intermediates on the Pt(100) surface at low and high coverages. Next, we analyze the reaction energies leading to ammonia formation at low and saturated NO coverages. Finally, an analysis of the energetics of N 2 and N 2 O is reported. The lowest-energy geometries intermediates leading to both NH 4 + , N 2 , and N 2 O are evaluated at both low and high NO coverages (0.11 ML and 0.55 ML respectively). Figure 1 shows the molecular configurations of each possible intermediate at 0.11 ML (see Supporting
Geometry of Intermediates on Pt(100)
Information for corresponding configurations at 0.55 ML and adsorption energetics). At both low and high NO coverages, NO is adsorbed on the bridge site with its molecular axis normal to the surface, which is in agreement with previous DFT studies. 57, 58 Further, NOH* and HNOH* prefer adsorption on the bridge site, with the H bound to the oxygen pointing towards the metal surface. Interestingly, the most stable configuration for HNO* differs at low and high coverages. At low coverages, HNO* resides in a horizontal geometry on two bridge sites. However, at higher coverages, HNO* is bound to only one bridge site through the nitrogen atom, similar to HNOH*. At low coverages, this tilted HNO* configuration, in which the N-O bond is quasi-perpendicular to the surface, is ~0.4 eV higher in energy compared to the horizontal configuration (see the Supporting Information for the configuration of the tilted HNO*). In contrast to these other intermediates, H 2 NO* and H 2 NOH* are not bound to bridge sites, but reside on top sites at all coverages.
In order to form ammonia (as well as N 2 /N 2 O), the intermediates N*, NH*, NH 2 *, and NH 3 * play a crucial role. At both low and high coverages, N*, NH*, and NH 2 * are bound to a bridge site, a four-fold site, and a bridge site, respectively, while NH 3 * is bound to a top site.
Finally, we examined the NO dimer species, which could act a as precursor state for N 2 O formation. It is found that NO can only form a trans-dimer species, with the respective N-O bonds pointing in opposite directions with respect to the surface plane (see the Supporting Information). The cis-(NO) 2 species is not observed because geometry optimization of this structure yields two separated species at adjacent sites, and no bond is formed between the two N atoms. Direct cleavage of the N-O bond in NO* has a barrier of 0.99 eV, which suggests that the reaction will be very slow at room temperature. We note, however, that this barrier is considerably lower than the corresponding value on Pt(111), 2.30 eV, 30 which agrees well with literature results and which is a first indication of the structure sensitivity of this process. 57 The first protonation step, NO* + (H + + e -) → products, is of central importance for determining the subsequent steps in the reaction pathway. The protonation barrier for NOH* formation at 0.0 V SHE is 0.31 eV lower than that for the lowest energy configuration of HNO*, which indicates that NOH* formation is kinetically more favorable than the formation of the HNO* intermediate at low NO* coverages. Analyses of thermodynamics, however, indicate that the adsorption free energy of HNO* is energetically 0.31 eV more favorable than that of NOH* with respect to gas phase NO and proton/electron pairs (see the Supporting Information), implying that formation of the most stable configuration of HNO*, which is bound to the surface through both nitrogen and oxygen, is more thermodynamically favorable than formation of NOH*.
The free energy diagrams for NO reduction at 0.11 ML coverage at 0.0 V SHE are given in 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 It is interesting to note that, after N-O bond cleavage occurs in the various pathways, the protonation steps N* → NH* → NH 2 * proceed with relatively low barriers. However, the protonation barrier for NH 2 * reduction is relatively high at low coverages (1.08 eV), implying that this species could be relatively stable on the surface. It is, however, true that the overall activity of NH 2 * reduction is related to the coverage of NH 2 * and NO*. Table S2 shows the coverage-dependent barrier for NH 2 * + (H + + e -) → NH 3 * at different NO* and NH 2 * coverages. The barrier decreases as the NH 2 * and NO* coverage increases and becomes accessible at room temperature at Θ NH 2 ~ 0.4 ML.
In the pathways described above, there are at least two probable intermediates, NOH* and pathway, but, as we discuss further below, DFT by itself is not able to fully adjudicate between these pathways.
Ammonia Formation at saturated surface coverage
To understand the influence of the coverage of surface species on the reaction mechanisms, we examined the reactions at a high total surface coverage (NO coverage: 0.44 ML, total coverage: 0.55 ML). This value is consistent with the estimated saturation coverage of NO of ~0.5 ML on Pt(100). From both intermediates NOH* and HNO*, further protonation leads to HNOH*. It should be noted that it is also possible for NOH* to form N* and an additional H 2 O molecule, but the barrier (0.17 eV) is slightly higher than the protonation barrier that leads to HNOH* (essentially 0.0 eV) at 0.0 V SHE . After HNOH* is formed on the surface, the thermodynamic and kinetic data suggest that a combined dissociation and protonation step will form NH* and an additional H 2 O molecule, as shown in Figure 3 . As is the case at low coverages, NH* can be easily protonated to form NH 2 *, but NH 2 * conversion to NH 3 * has a rather large kinetic barrier (1.08 eV). It should be noted, however, that the latter barrier is lower at the saturated coverage (0.95 eV) than at the lower coverages.
Though the combined thermodynamic and kinetic DFT results suggest that electrochemical NO* hydrogenation could proceed preferentially through both NOH* and HNO* at saturated coverage, the precise atomistic picture at both the low and saturated coverages remains unclear. There are at least two probable intermediates that may facilitate N-O dissociation, NOH* and/or HNO*. Alternatively, these species could be protonated to HNOH*, after which electrochemical dissociation may occur. However, once NH 2 * is formed, the protonation to form the aqueous ammonia precursor, NH 3 * , presents a challenge at low to moderate coverages, with a relatively high barrier. All of these factors imply that the NO electroreduction reaction network is governed by a competition between thermodynamic and kinetic factors that, in turn, dependent on adsorbate coverages. Evaluation of the competition between these disparate factors will be discussed below. and NOH-NOH*, are thermodynamically uphill (Figure 4 ), suggesting that formation of these species is unfavorable. However, the free energy analysis suggests that it may be thermodynamically feasible to form N 2 and/or HN-NH* on the Pt(100) surface (Figure 4) .
Similarly, the DFT-determined kinetic barriers (Table 1) for both the N* + N*→ N 2 * and NH* + NH*→ (HN-NH)* are accessible at room temperature. Though the results suggest that N 2 could be a product of NO reduction at the saturated coverage, these species may not be present at sufficiently high coverages to form appreciable quantities of N 2 -containing species, and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations will, again, be useful to adjudicate between these possibilities.
Finally, we examine the formation of a trans-(NO) 2 dimer on the Pt(100) surface using an Eley-Rideal mechanism, which is a dominant reaction for N 2 O on Pt(111) in continuous reaction (bulk saturated with NO) conditions. 30 Even at the saturated coverages, however, we found that formation of the trans-(NO) 2 dimer on Pt(100) requires a 1.32 eV kinetic barrier, indicating that this reaction will not occur at room temperature.
Kinetic Monte Carlo analysis
We first describe the voltammetric stripping current profiles determined by combining the DFT-determined rate and equilibrium constants with the kMC simulations. We then show how these profiles change as a function of the initial coverage of NO* dosed on the Pt (100) surface, and through comparison of the simulated and experimental profiles, together with analysis of Tafel slopes and likely rate-determining steps, we draw conclusions as to which elementary reaction pathways dominate the stripping process.
We simulate NO stripping experiments, wherein the equilibrium coverage of NO is adsorbed on the catalyst surface at relatively high potential, following which NO is removed from the bulk solution. The voltage is then reduced at a constant rate, and current is generated as the adsorbed NO* is reduced. The resulting current/voltage relationship contains a tremendous amount of information about the reaction mechanism, but such information is difficult to extract without a detailed kinetic model, which is the focus of the present analysis.
To model this process, NO is adsorbed randomly on bridge sites, and accepted or declined based on the energy of forming the NO configuration. This generates physically intuitive initial configurations; for example, energetics prevents NO from sharing a metal atom with too many other NO's, and as a result neither NO clusters nor long chains form on the Pt(100) surface. Once the NO coverage reaches the prescribed value, the simulation of the voltammetric sweep commences. We note that, in kMC, reactions occur at a future time, which is computed from the known reaction rate. In voltammetry, the reaction rate itself is also time dependent, but with a constant sweep rate, this dependence may be determined from analytical solution of the reaction time. 60 The voltammetric profile is obtained by taking the numerical derivative of the cumulative charge transfer (= charge leaving the surface) averaged over 100 sweeps for the reductive striping of NO over Pt(100) for various initial NO coverages. Figure 5 gives the profile at an initial NO* coverage of 0.51 ML. The calculated profile highlights two characteristic features:
1) A sharp peak at approximately 0.18 V SHE , and 2) a broad shoulder at slightly more negative potentials (~ 0.11 V SHE ). The shapes of the peaks in the calculated profile compares well with the shapes of the experimental peaks, while the simulated peaks are shifted to a slightly more negative potential than the experimentally obtained values. Figure 6 displays the simulated voltammetric response to various initial NO coverages. In line with the measured profiles, the attenuation of the main peak is observed with decreasing initial NO coverage, while the second peak seems to remain largely unchanged in both simulations and measurements. We note that, similar to the measured profile, the simulated profile presents only one broad feature at 0.11 ML initial NO coverage, for which the potential region is from 0.25 to 0.05 V SHE .
Even though the peak positions agree well with experimentally observed features, the magnitude of current produced at the peak potential is only about 1/3 of the measured value. layer capacitance, the charge transfer from proton adsorption during the NO reduction, and defects on the Pt(100) single crystal surface in experiments. The smaller charge value in our simulation could be related to the reduced maximum current compared to experiment, while residual differences are well within the magnitudes of deviations of rate theory calculations from experiments. [61] [62] Indeed, the simulation contains no adjustable parameters; so a deviation of this magnitude is not surprising. We additionally note that, as shown in Figures   S8 , S9, and S11 of the Supporting Information and also discussed at the end of Section 3.2, modest changes in reaction barriers or prefactors do not lead to significant changes in current magnitude although they do produce some shifts in the peak potentials.
As discussed above, the DFT calculations imply that the NO electroreduction reaction can follow multiple elementary pathways, and the stripping peaks could thus be a combination of multiple electrochemical and/or chemical steps. The kMC model, in turn, provides a useful strategy for deconvoluting the contributions of the various steps. Once a product NH 4 + molecule has formed and leaves the surface, it is possible to trace back the reaction path to NO*. This is done by tagging nitrogen atoms and following their motion in reactions of the surface molecules. Such tagging is simple in simulations, and in experiments, isotopes have been used to the same effect. 54 The nitrogen path eventually traces back to adsorbed NO*, which is the only source of nitrogen, and this provides one sample of an NH 4 + formation pathway. With enough such samples, one can reliably extract the probabilities of the various NH 4 + reaction paths.
We first note that, in our calculations, some NH 2 * remained on the surface at the lowest potential of the voltammetry sweep. The buildup of NH 2 * on Pt(100), in turn, originates from the barriers to form NH 3 *. According to the present calculations, as well as literature, the activation barrier for the hydrogenation of NH 2 * to NH 3 * is relatively high at low Table S2 .). In general, the probability and the order of the most probable pathways are independent of the initial NO* coverage. Two pathways via the NOH* intermediate clearly dominate, with probabilities ≥ 55% ("Path 1") and ≥ 36 % ("Path 2").
Indeed, given the sensitivity of these probabilities to small perturbations in activation energies, the pathways could be considered to be equally probable. In Path 1, the formation of NOH* is followed by the formation of HNOH*, which then dissociates to form NH* and . The third most probable pathway goes via HNO* but has a probability of only ~5.6 %. In this pathway, HNO* reduces to HNOH*, and thereafter the reaction pathway is identical to that of Path 1, as shown in Figure 7 .
In addition to the global pathway analysis described above, we examined the kinetic relevance of all individual elementary steps after the initial reduction step by varying HNOH*, corresponding to pathways 1 and 2 ( Figure 7 and Table 2 Figure S10 ). In this case, the NOH* mechanism is completely blocked, and the reaction pathway via HNO* dominates with a probability of 60 % (in general, the shape of the current peak is typically sharp for NOH*-dominated pathways and broad for HNO*-dominated pathways). However, the fact that a relatively large increase in two barriers is required to shift the reaction mechanism to the HNO* pathway is, in fact, indirect evidence of the robustness and dominance of the NOH* pathway. This result also demonstrates that modest changes to barriers from approximations made in the barrier calculations are unlikely to affect the mechanistic conclusions (see Section 2.1 and discussion below). suggests that both NOH* and HNO* are plausible intermediates. When kinetic barriers are also considered, however, the reactivity picture changes somewhat, with DFT results showing that barriers for HNO* formation are either higher than the corresponding barriers to form NOH* or, at the highest coverages, comparable, suggesting that NOH* formation could be kinetically preferred to HNO* formation. NOH* can be further reacted via two pathways (1 and 2) with relatively low forward barriers and large reverse barriers at saturated coverages.
Discussion
At these coverages, the barriers for further protonation from NOH* to HNOH* or N* (0.00 and 0.17 eV, respectively) are lower than corresponding barriers for HNO* protonation to HNOH* (0.26 eV), again suggesting that reactivity through NOH* intermediates is preferred.
Although consideration of free energies suggests plausible NO electroreduction pathways on Pt(100), the energy differences of competing pathways are sufficiently small that other 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 24 phenomena, such as site blocking and coverage effects, could potentially influence the mechanism. As described above, such effects are explicitly accounted for in the kMC The stripping curve shapes, together with the pathway probability analysis described in section 3, clearly suggests that the initial stripping peak at ~0.2 V SHE ( Figure 5 ) can be attributed to an electrochemical pathway that involves NOH* formation and reaction.
Similarly, the second peak in Figure 5 appears to be due to delayed NOH* formation; NOH* formation increases suddenly as the NO* coverage decreases, since the activation energy drops from the high coverage (0.5 ML) value, 0.45 eV, to the low coverage (0.3 ML) value, 0.39 eV (see Supporting Information). The freshly formed NOH* then reacts through the entire pathway, and all of these electrochemical steps add up to the second peak in the current.
This result was confirmed by repeating the simulations with a coverage independent, average, activation barrier for NOH* formation, where no second peak was observed.
Given the above considerations, the high voltage peak (0.2 V SHE ) is seen to result from NOH* formation and conversion, while the second, lower voltage peak in kMC originates from the coverage-dependent activation energy for NOH* formation. We note, however, that an alternative explanation has been proposed by Rosca and Koper, 24 who suggested that the 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 25 second peak is related to the NO* reduction at different sites such as defects. Our analysis demonstrates that such defect sites are not required to produce a shoulder peak, but we cannot exclude the possibility that defects do contribute to the voltammetric profile (see also discussion below).
The mechanism described above is an "EE" mechanism and consists of two consecutive proton-electron transfer steps that occur after the initial adsorption of nitric oxide. To further elucidate the kinetic features of this pathway, we compute the Tafel slope, which can be determined by plotting the peak position versus the logarithm of the scan rate. 66 We directly is 41 mV/decade, which is generally interpreted as an EE mechanism, in agreement with our reaction mechanism analysis. This result also suggests that, although it has a relatively high barrier at lower NH 2 * coverages, the step NH 2 * + H + + e -NH 3 * is not fully rate-limiting.
Indeed, accumulation of NH 2 * on the surface rapidly lowers the barrier for further hydrogenation (Figure 3 ), resulting in additional NH 4 + production. Some residual NH 2 * nevertheless remains on the surface at ~0.05 V SHE , and this could be removed by further lowering of the potential.
Experiments by Koper and coworkers found a Tafel slope of close to 60 mV/decade, suggesting that an EC mechanism, wherein one protonation step followed by one chemical N-O bond breaking step, may be followed. 24 There are several possible explanations for these slightly different mechanistic interpretations. First, it is possible that the calculated protonation barriers are underestimated using only a single water molecule; including more 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 27 N* coverage is low, and two N* atoms are rarely close enough to each other to form a N 2 molecule. Therefore, N 2 formation is never observed in the kMC simulations.
Reaction rates and onset potentials
Using the standard onset potential approach, which has been successfully employed to describe trends in kinetics for several electrocatalytic reactions, including oxygen reduction, 71 oxygen evolution, 72 CO 2 reduction, 18 and dimethyl ether oxidation, 73 the onset potential for NO reduction is expected to be -0.2 V SHE , where free energies of all reaction intermediates become downhill relative to NO* (see the Supporting Information). On the other hand, the kMC analysis revealed that the corresponding potential is 0.2 V SHE , which is close to the experimental observations. The explanation for this modest difference in predictions from the two methods is as follows. The standard onset potential approach assumes that the activation barrier for the rate-limiting proton transfer step is equal to the free energy differences at the equilibrium potential without explicitly considering kinetic overbarriers. There is, however, a hidden barrier that is associated with the very low prefactor used in the onset potential analysis; it is about 200 s -1 , which is obviously much lower than any physical prefactor can be. 51 In the kMC analysis, however, the calculated potential-dependant free energy barriers are explicitly determined for the electrochemical hydrogenation steps, and prefactors of k B T/h are assumed. Based on this approach, it is found that the calculated overbarriers with the k B T/h prefactor give a reasonable magnitude of reaction rate constants (order of 10 0 s -1 ) for proton transfer steps at 0.2 V SHE . To further illustrate this point and to explore the influence of the chosen prefactor on the kMC simulations, we systematically decreased or increased all prefactors by a factor of 10 or 100 and computed new current profiles. Figure S11 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58 59 60 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 Figure 6: The effect of NO coverage on the voltametric profile for NO electroreduction on Pt(100). The initial NO coverages are selected as in experiments. The inset gives the measured profiles, which are extracted from ref. 24 The scan rate both in kMC simulations and in measurements is 5 mV/s. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 42 a) Coverage denotes the total coverage of surface adsorbates including NO and the other species. b) Corresponding species is not detected on Pt(100). Geometry optimization of this structure on the flat surface yields two separated species at adjacent sites, but no bond is formed between the two N atoms. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   43   Table 2 : Calculated probabilities for reaction through different NO electroreduction pathways at various initial NO coverages. The probabilities are obtained by analyzing at least 45 kMC simulations for each coverage, and the number of path samples is between ~7000 (for 0.51 ML coverage) to ~300 (for 0.11 ML coverage). The numbering of the pathways is taken from Figure 8 . The pathway * refers to a pathway where HNOH* (formed from NOH*) chemically dissociates to NH* and OH* and then forms ammonia and water. This pathway does not appear at other initial NO coverages. Conversely, pathway 3 does not occur for 0.11 ML coverage.
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ACS Paragon Plus Environment
ACS Catalysis
initial Θ NO (ML)
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